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Net Bene® t?
What do we know? As individuals we are formed by our
nature and our interaction with our environment. Part of the
stock in trade of educational psychologists is the develop-
ment of understanding of this process. But at the less
personal level of professional skills what we know is a
combination of our education and our subsequent experience,
in particular our work. The importance of experience has
made it like a commodity, exchanged at the communal level
rather than just experienced as an individual; the knowledge
of the peer group is constantly traded through seminars,
conferences and journals such as this one. The traditional
professional and academic process of gaining individual
skills involveda lengthyapprenticeship through a Master’ s or
Doctorate (or MD inmedicine, reading for the Bar in law, and
so on) followed by a lifetime swim in the professional soup,
making one’ s mark as talent and opportunity allowed. This
never ever was entirely accurate because knowledge has
never stood still; but the pace of change this last half century
has made the process totally outdated. The individual now
has often to go back to school to learn quite new disciplines to
face the future. An engineering example would be software,
unknown50 years ago outside the early origins of computers,
now an intrinsic part of most plants and processes, which
needs an understanding of all its aspects from the human
interface through to reliability and coping with intrinsic
fallibility in its construction. A medical example is the
Human Genome project and its implications for the under-
standing of the causes of disease and the enticing possibility
of future medics treating the individual, healthy patient to
prevent problems developing rather than remedying the
consequences. Continuing Professional Development is
becoming a vital necessity, not just a token set of topical
seminars once in a while.
Going from these bold (or rash?) generalizations to the
eminently practical topic of process safety, a major part of
this journal, this subject itself grew up and had the core of its
development in industrial practice not technical education.
The great institutions in the development of process safety
in the post-Flixborough 1960s were not the teaching
establishments so much as the major companies, perhaps
particularly ICI in the UK. The 1990s however have seen a
general unbundling of companies into separate and more
focused businesses. This environment does not encourage
the development of new general techniques for safety and it
is dif® cult to see where the Hazops of the 21st century will
be developed. In the universities? The teaching institutions
are pressured enough to maintain their teaching and research
ratings and hence income, with safety being at best a
marginal part of the curriculum, particularly dif® cult to
teach in modular courses. Professional institutions including
IChemE try valiantly to maintain and develop safety
teaching and look carefully at how safety is included in
accreditation requirements. But the universities and colleges
may not in any event be the most appropriate route for
inculcating safety, especially in times of fast change. Many
(including the author) would argue that you cannot teach
undergraduates more than the rudiments of safety. A certain
postgraduate exposure to real life brings a maturity of
judgement and a personal library of experience of potential
errors that are invaluable to safety management. Adding
structure and new content to such individual knowledge is
not a well developed area, surprisingly. Most traditional
teaching institutions, with a few noble exceptions, are
suspicious of distance learning, despite the conspicuous
success of the Open University in the UK. There are
problems of controllingquality, providing support of students
and maintaining contact. But are these as great as all that
when everyone is only an e-mail or fax away? And funding
arrangements? But these will in any event have to change
further to cope with current pressures.
Concurrent with the changes in business, and partly
consequential to them, the individual is becoming more
mobile over his or her working life and no one company has
long continuity of experience any more. Not only do
companies have to relearn lessons more frequently but they
have also lost the continuing interaction of skilled
individualsÐ the quasi-academic atmosphere evenÐ that
has led to new approaches in the past. As a consequence
today’ s engineer has to take more responsibility for his or
her own personal development and cannot leave it to the
company’s lifetime development plan. The individual as a
mobile, marketable asset is the future. And the economic
pressures to drive this development are there; Drucker
amongst others has pointed out (in a recent Harvard
Business Review and elsewhere) that on existing economic,
educational and demographic data we already have a built-in
skills de® cit facing us over the next 10±20 years. He predicts
retirement at 75 as an early consequence. But working longer
will serve little if the world has changed faster than the skills
of the worker.
Is it foolish to imagine that advances in IT can support the
needs of this distributed constituency? Last year the
IChemE ran one of the ® rst Internet conferencesÐ
Environment ’ 97 (http://www.environment97.org)Ð which
showed the potential for presentation and interchange of
ideas in one forum, albeit not all at the highest technical level.
This year we have Safety ’ 98 (http://www.safety98.org) and
it will be interesting to see if the development can be
continued fruitfully and attract quality thought as well as IT
buffs. I would encourage our readers to strut their stuff at the
event.
To go further than electronic conferences, however, and
to address the structured reskilling of individuals, will
require some pioneering. Such a distributed future presents
a major challenge to the infrastructure, the individual, the
universities and colleges and the professional institutions.
Each will need to de® ne their part and contribution. Will
there be a Net bene® t?
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